Central retinal artery occlusion in a patient with ANCA-negative Churg-Strauss syndrome
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Abstract: Ocular involvement in Churg-Strauss syndrome is infrequent. We describe the case of a 54-year-old woman with eosinophilia and involvement of the respiratory tract, skin, and peripheral nervous system, fulfilling the American College of Rheumatology criteria for Churg-Strauss syndrome. The patient presented with acute, painless vision loss in her right eye. Central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO) without accompanying retinal vasculitis was diagnosed by angiographic findings and funduscopic findings of retinal whitening with a cherry-red spot. Although her antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA) status was negative, CRAO was thought to be an ocular manifestation of Churg-Strauss syndrome, and appropriate treatment was planned. She was treated with high-dose corticosteroids and anticoagulant therapy. Her macular edema improved, but visual recovery was poor. Specific therapy to alter inflammation, blood coagulation, and rheology reportedly plays an important role in ANCA-positive patients with Churg-Strauss syndrome who develop CRAO. Regardless of ANCA status, high-dose corticosteroids should be considered for CRAO in patients with Churg-Strauss syndrome, as discussed in this case.
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Introduction

Churg-Strauss syndrome, initially described as “allergic granulomatosis and angiitis,” is a systemic disease consisting of pulmonary and systemic small vessel vasculitis with elevated eosinophil counts and extravascular granulomata. The three major histological criteria required for diagnosis of this syndrome are prominent eosinophilic infiltration, necrotizing or granulomatous small vessel vasculitis, and extravascular granulomata.

This rare syndrome can present with various ocular manifestations. Anterior segment involvements include episcleritis, panuveitis, allergic granulomatous nodules of the eyelid and conjunctiva, and marginal ulcerative keratitis. Posterior segment involvements include severe panuveitis with retinal infarction, branch or central retinal artery occlusion, and optic disc vasculitis. Bilateral cases of central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO) that carries a very severe visual prognosis have been reported. The orbit can also be affected, which is described as orbital pseudotumor. Patients with Churg-Strauss syndrome may also present with neuro-ophthalmologic manifestations, including ischemic optic neuropathy, amaurosis fugax, and cranial nerve neuropathies, especially superior oblique palsy.

Notably, Churg-Strauss syndrome was associated with the presence of antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA) in 67% of the patients reported...
by Guillevin et al, and most of the patients had the perinuclear ANCA (myeloperoxidase [MPO]-ANCA) pattern.\(^5,6\) Takanashi et al\(^7\) classified ocular manifestations in Churg-Strauss syndrome into two groups, ie, ischemic vasculitis type and inflammatory pseudotumor type. Ischemic vasculitis-type manifestations including CRAO were associated with a positive ANCA status and sudden onset of loss of vision. In contrast, pseudotumor-like manifestations involved a negative ANCA status, chronic onset, red eyes, and orbital abnormalities on computed tomography. We had a patient with Churg-Strauss syndrome who developed CRAO despite an ANCA-negative status. This observational case report is important because a relationship between ANCA and CRAO in Churg-Strauss syndrome can be speculated.

**Case report**

A 54-year-old Japanese woman with a medical history including bronchial asthma, weight loss, dilated cardiomyopathy, hypereosinophilia, purpuric vasculitis, peripheral neuropathy, and eosinophilic pneumonia was diagnosed with advanced Churg-Strauss syndrome by American College of Rheumatology criteria.\(^1\) Oral prednisolone 30 mg/day was given until her symptoms improved.

When her prednisolone was decreased to 10 mg on November 12, 2008, she experienced a sudden loss of vision in the right eye and presented to us. Ocular examination showed that visual acuity was hand motion in the right eye and 25/20 in the left eye. Slit-lamp examination and intraocular pressure were normal. Funduscopy revealed retinal whitening and a cherry-red spot (Figure 1A). Three days later, retinal whitening became marked and soft exudates appeared (Figure 1B), in which macula edema was confirmed by optical coherence tomography. Left funduscopy was within normal limits. A fluorescein angiogram of the right eye showed delayed filling of the retinal artery. Late filling of the cilioretinal artery was seen at >30 seconds, and a choroidal perfusion defect was also observed (Figure 2A). Venous lamellar flow was observed at 43 seconds (Figure 2B). Finally, perfusion of the retinal arterioles was completed at 48 seconds. There was no leakage secondary to vasculitis from the posterior pole retinal vessels (both arteries and veins) or optic disc, and CRAO in the right eye was diagnosed.

When she developed CRAO, laboratory data showed eosinophilia (17.6%, normal value < 4%), but other parameters, including C-reactive protein, white blood cell count, and blood coagulation, were within normal limits. Both proteinase-3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA were also negative. The likely cause of CRAO was underlying vasculitis associated with the systemic condition and secondary localized thrombosis under the hypercoagulable state.

Intravenous urokinase was given within 6 hours of onset of symptoms. High-dose intravenous steroids (40 mg/day) were also started one day after onset, resulting in gradual improvement of macular edema confirmed by optical coherence tomography on December 5, 2008. Vision in the right eye recovered for a while but was poor (no better than 20/400), and central scotoma remained.

**Figure 1** Color photograph of the right fundus showing a cherry-red spot in the macula (A). Retinal whitening became marked with soft exudates (B).
Takanashi et al7 reviewed 17 cases of Churg-Strauss syndrome with ocular manifestations and classified them into two groups. One group (n = 8) was classified as the inflammatory pseudotumor type, the characteristics of which were a chronic onset of symptoms (7/8 patients), conjunctival involvement (8/8), orbital abnormalities on imaging studies (4/4), negative ANCA in examined cases (0/3), no other cranial nerve involvement (0/8), and good visual outcome in response to steroid therapy (8/8). Another group (n = 9) was classified as the ischemic vasculitis type, the characteristics of which were sudden onset (7/9 patients), no lid or conjunctival involvement (0/9), no abnormalities on orbital imaging studies in examined cases (0/2), positive ANCA in examined cases (5/5), occasional involvement of the oculomotor and trochlear nerves (3/9), and occasional poor visual prognosis despite steroid therapy (5/9). Consequently, they concluded that the presence of ANCA is characteristic of the ischemic vasculitis type and that ANCA may be a risk factor for sudden visual loss. They further stated that prophylactic steroid therapy may be indicated to prevent potential visual loss. Subsequent to this report, similar cases of ANCA-positive patients with Churg-Strauss syndrome who developed severe bilateral CRAO were reported.3

On the other hand, there have been several published reports of CRVO in ANCA-negative Churg-Strauss syndrome.8–10 Our patient also had CRAO with ANCA-negative Churg-Strauss syndrome and was given high-dose corticosteroids regardless of ANCA status, and her macular edema soon improved. This treatment appeared to be beneficial, although it is difficult to rule out the possibility that her macular edema improved as part of the natural course of CRAO.

Although both proteinase-3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA were negative and C-reactive protein, white blood cell count, and blood coagulation were within normal limits, the likely cause of CRAO was thought to be the underlying vasculitis and secondary localized thrombosis. This case is novel, and the pathogenesis is still unclear. Further study in this area is needed.

In conclusion, patients with Churg-Strauss syndrome, whether or not positive for ANCA and even if no visual symptoms are present, should be carefully examined and treated with high-dose steroids to prevent potentially irreversible vision loss from ischemic-type ocular manifestations.
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